
Advanced Multi-functional Cutting Plotter Technology
for Plotting, Cutting and Pouncing Applications.

ARMS!
Industry-leading speed
Process thicker materials & reduce cost
User-friendly
Built wider
Smooth & accurate



600gf maximum cutting pressure
    Highest cutting pressure in its class for cutting wider range of materials

1485mm/s maximum cutting speed
    Fastest cutting speed in its class for the highest productivity

Reliable long-length cutting capability
    Strengthened body for secured media feeding

The ARMS (Advanced Registration Mark 

Sensing System) featured in this cutting head 

simplifies contour cutting of printed data 

output on a printer and loaded in a Cutting Pro 

FC7000 Series plotter, while significantly 

improving overall productivity for items such 

as labels or stickers. Newly developed 

functions include Auto Registration Mark 

Reading, which makes it even easier to read 

the registration marks (position alignment 

marks) used to align printed data and cutting 

data positions, and Segment Area Correction, 

which ensures accurate cutting along the 

entire length of even large- and long-format 

drawings.



The new design to the ARMS head 
minimizes environmental influences 
that could otherwise cause incorrect 
readings of registration mark 
sensing.

4-point axis alignment

The 4-point axis alignment goes 
beyond a 3-point system to offer 
distance adjustment, axis alignment, 
and distortion compensation for both 
the x & y axis, resulting in superior 
accuracy for print and cut operations.

Area segmentation

An advanced registration mark sensor 
(ARMS) detects additional registration 
marks printed alongside a digitally 
produced image, benefiting those who 
regularly contour cut longer print designs.

3-point
3-point adj.
-Axis alignment
-Distance adj.
-Roland offers 2 & 3 point adj.
 only

Other maker

4-point adj.
-Distortion adj.
  (X axis only)

Graphtec FC7000

4-point adj.
-Distortion adj.
 (both X & Y axis)

4-point axis alignment 
is implemented 

per segment

Sub Mark

Area Segmentation

A large backlit LCD display 
allows users to quickly glance 
at all cutting conditions.

The new media supply mechanism assists 
users when loading and aligning the media 
accurately.  This feature also prevents media 
from accidentally feeding out of the roll during 
a cutting operation, saving operator 
frustration and increasing overall productivity.

Blade length navigator

New media supply mechanism

Large LCD display w/back light 

Cutting plotter controller
The cutting plotter controller software allows users to control the FC7000 
directly from their PC. Includes:
■ Cutting condition setting 
 (Tool type, Force, Speed, Quality) 
■ ARMS control menus
■ Sheet cutter setting
■ Blade positioning 
■ Rotate
■ Origin offset setting 
■ Cutting Test menu
■ Supporting short-cut keys

The automatic cross cutter 
provides a simple solution for 
obtaining a straight sheet cut-
off of your finished job. Choose 
from a standard or heavy-duty 
cutter. 

Automatic cross cutter
The light pointer provides an 
alternative to the automatic ARMS 
system, allowing users to manually 
detect registration marks.  This 
new standard feature comes in 
especially useful when working 
with highly reflective material, and 
also works to trace cut images for 
proofing.

Light pointer

For ultimate convenience and 
versatility, users now have the 
capability to load media from either 
the front or back of the FC7000, 
depending on the application and 
material being used.

Bi-directional media loading

Depending on the media type 
being used, the FC7000 allows 
users to choose from 2 
selectable push roller settings 
for optimum media feeding 
performance.

Variable push roller 
pressure

FRONT

REAR

The new blade length navigator provides 
information for the user to control the 
extended blade length depending on the 
material thickness being cut.  This feature 
virtually eliminates the chance of 
damaging the blade or not achieving an 
optimum cut on their selected material.



An optional media basket is available 
for all new FC7000 series to facilitate 
dust-free cutting/plotting operations 
and enhanced media tracking for long, 
continuous project applications. The 
collapsible front and rear baskets 
keep the media off the shop floor to 
prevent dust and residue from 
accumulating on the output material. 
This feature is ideal when unevenness 
and/or obstacles are observed in the 
media pass (on the floor) that can 
potentially affect the plotter’s tracking 
performance. 

Maintain up to 3 extra full-length rolls 
conveniently at the foot of your 
plotter. The media rack option 
enhances job efficiency and 
productivity by allowing you to quickly 
switch between media rolls or directly 
feed material from the rack. Each 
optional rack holds one full-length roll 
of media for easy, quick roll exchange 
and allows you to switch between 
media color, type, and size with 
minimal effort.

Multimedia stocker

FC7000 sequentially reads each set of 
registration marks for continuous image 
copies operation when multiple image 
copies are in single layout. This new function 
dramatically decrease labor-intensive 
operations thus providing higher productivity.

Automatic mark origin 
sensing

The ARMS system automates the 
time-consuming process of manually 
detecting the first registration mark in 
an image for increased user 
productivity.  Simply place the sensor 
anywhere in the vicinity of the initial 
registration mark, and the ARMS 
system will scan the area to 
determine its position.

Software supports ARMS

Comparison of axis alignment functionality

- Reading marks in data 1
- Contour cutting in data 1

- Reading marks in data 2
- Contour cutting in data 2

Data 3....�
Data 4....�
Data 5....�

- Reading marks in data 6
- Contour cutting in data 6

- End
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Even if an error occurs, FC7000 
retry reading the mark.



The unsurpassed versatility of the FC7000 series is further augmented with its capability to plot, cut and pounce 
without having to alter the plotter’s mechanical configuration. To configure the FC7000 for any job-specific setup 
among test plotting, cutting or pouncing paper stencil, simply install the specific tool required for the next job and 
select one of the eight user-programmable settings that corresponds to the type of tool (as well as any other 
pertinent job requirements). 

When the Tangential Control mode is engaged, the FC7000 over-cuts the 
mechanical tangential system both in speed and output quality by precisely and 
intelligently controlling the blade rotation. The on-board tool height sensor 
detects the blade tip’s landing on the media surface, then intelligently and 
precisely aligns the blade rotation for the following cutting operation, all in a 
fraction of a microsecond.
Graphtec’s proprietary technology allows this sophisticated feature to 
completely eliminate distorted, rounded, or lifted corners - even when highly 
intricate design cutting is required on 0.025 mm (1 mil ). vinyl film or up to 1.25 
mm (50 mil ). sandblast rubber. This innovative and high precision system 
architecture is what enables the FC7000 to cut text strings as small as 1.58 mm 
(1/16 inch ) on vinyl. There is no other cutter/plotter on the market that can 
match the FC7000 Series’ unsurpassed precision and built-in intelligence.

Improved cutting/plotting quality and prolonged tool life are just a few of the 
outstanding standard features you can expect from the FC7000 series, made 
possible by the innovative Tool Soft Landing Intelligence. The Graphtec 
proprietary closed-loop servo actuator, with an integrated precision sensor, 
ensures quick, precise, yet gentle tool contact with the material surface during up 
and down motions. In addition to superior and accurate output, the Soft Landing 
feature prolongs the life of the cutting/plotting tool and maximizes throughput 
performance.
The innovative Tool Soft Landing Intelligence provides not only consistent and 
optimum cutting quality throughout the job, but the benefit of cost-saving tool 
maintenance as well.

Vinyl cut Pen Plot Pouncing

The variegated material is cut.
Reflective Film,  Sandblast material,  EC Film,  Polyester Film, 
Rubylith,  Tint Film,  Screen Printing,  Car Window,  Traffic Sign,

 Masking Stone/Glass Sign,  Automobile Paint Protection,  Garment Vinyl,  
Signage,  Vehicle Graphics,  Vinyl,  Paper,  Sticker



1260mm(FC7000-75)
1560mm(FC7000-100)
1860mm(FC7000-130)
2120mm(FC7000-160)
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● AC power cord 
● USB cable (3-m length)
● User Guide CD-ROM 
　 Contains:User's Manual (pdf) and Windows driver/ Macintosh plug-in software
● Quick Start Manual, Usage Precautions
● Cutter holder (PHP32-CB09N)
● Water-based fibertip pen
● Cutter blades (CB09UA-2)
● Stand
● Media bracket

● Basket FC7000-75 Roll Media stocker FC7000-75  
● Basket FC7000-100 Roll Media stocker FC7000-100  
● Basket FC7000-130 Roll Media stocker FC7000-130 
● Basket FC7000-160 Roll Media stocker FC7000-160

External Dimensions

Standard accessories Options

 *1 When the optional basket and Graphtec-specified media are used.    
 *2 HP-GL is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company.    
 *3 dependent on environmental conditions    
 *4 The PPA32-TP12 pouncing pen cannot be used.    
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503-10 Shinano-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama 244-8503, Japan
Tel : +81-45-825-6250   Fax : +81-45-825-6396
Email : webinfo@graphtec.co.jp
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Graphtec Corp

Specifications

Windows is a trademark or a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United State and other countries. HP-GL is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Illustrator is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. Other software and hardware names contained in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective companies. The information in this catalog is accurate and 
complete as of July 22, 2005. The information in this catalog, such as specifications, is subject to change without notice. Please be sure to visit our website and check the latest information before purchasing.

External dimensions (W x D x H)
(including the stand)


